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Complainant: John Willis File No: ___ _ 
Formal Complaint Brought by John Willis before 

The Illinois Commerce Commission 

John Willis, 

Complainant, 

vs. No. _____ _ 

Commonwealth Edison Company, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Defendant. 

COMPLAINT BROUGHT BY JOHN WILLIS AGAINST COMMONWEALTH EDISON 
COMPANY TO RECOVER ELECTRIC CHARGES BILLED TO THE COMPLAINANT'S 

ACCOUNT(S) FOR SERVICE NEVER RECEIVED 

The Complainant, John Willis (hereinafter "Complainant" or "Willis"), respectfully 

requests that The Illinois Commerce Commission enter a judgment in the form of a credit of 

$376.29 (as of 1/17/13) to the electric service account 1485027022 relating to the property at 

2417 W. Lyndale St. Chicago, IL 60647 (hereinafter "subject property" or "property") for 

electric charges which were erroneously debited to the Complainant's account(s). In support 

thereof the Complainant states as follows: 

INTRODUCTION 

The Complainant first visited the subject property assisted by his real estate broker Mr. Tom 

Driscoll on 117/11 to view, inspect and evaluate the interior as well as exterior of the building, 

located on the property, in order to submit an offer for purchase. On or about 1/8/11, through 

his agenUbroker, Willis received the MLS listing sheet relating to the subject property, then 

submitted an offer to purchase the subject property which was subsequently accepted on 

2/17/11 and purchased by Willis on 2/25/11. Willis contends, through personal observations 

as supported by MLS listing sheet data [Exhibit AJ as well as the Driscoll AFFIDAVIT [Exhibit 

fl.j, that units 1, 2, and 3 relating to building floor levels 2, 3, and 4 where completely vacant 



and void of any personal belongings or occupants from 1n/11 through 311/12 (more than 12 

months later) the date the first new tenants entered the building. Willis contacted the 

Commonwealth Edison Company (hereinafter "CornEd") on or about 2/24/11 to establish 

electric service in his name for the (3) vacant units 1, 2 and 3 as of the purchase date 2/25/11 

forward. On or about 3/16/11 Willis received his first electric bills for the (3) units where he 

determined the $168.22 charge for unit #1 (27 days of service) and $238.87 charge for unit 

#2 (19 days or service) appeared to be excessive relative to the $6.27 charge for unit #3 (19 

days of service) and also based upon the fact that the (3) units were completely vacant, 

identical in size, main breakers all off, and without heat or appliances. Willis proceeded to 

contact CornEd customer service on or about 3/24/11 where he disputed the accuracy of 

electric charges relating to unit 1 (account #: 5990688068) and unit 2 (account #: 

5990689083) at which pOint he was advised and instructed by CornEd to provide a "customer 

reading" of 41810 relating to unit 1, and 47057 for unit 2. During this conversation with 

CornEd customer service, Willis was informed that the previous readings relating to units 1 

and 2 were "estimated" in nature and performed prior to his ownership of the property, the 

first bills sent to Willis were likely "averaged" according to the prior owners usage, and finally 

a billing adjustment would be made based on the new customer readings he provided. 

Through many attempts by Willis to agreeably settle this matter including establishment of 

actual usage history of $1 0-$11 a month per account from the date of purchase 2/25/11 

through 12/12/11, during the rehab construction process, CornEd has failed to provide billing 

credits for a reasonable amount based upon the initial bills sent to Willis for $168.22 

regarding unit 1 and $238.87 for unit 2. The actual total credits received by Willis to date, are 

$75.89 and $58.14 respectively as of 1/17/13 (not accounting for LPC charges and credits). 
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MATERIAL FACTS 

The complainant Willis became the new owner of the subject property on 2/25/11, 

where units 1,2 and 3 where completely vacant upon purchase of said property [Exhibit A.BJ. 

The complainant has maintained his position and continuously disputed the initial 

electrical charges from the first "Estimated" type bill(s) relating to unit(s) 1 and 2 at the 

subject property since March of 2011 to present date [Exhibit E& JJ. 

The complainants initial electric charges for units 1 and 2 were based upon prior 

"Estimated" readings occurring before Willis owned the subject property. True and accurate 

copies of the bills dated 3/24/11 for unit 1 [Exhibit CJ and 3/25/11 for unit 2 [Exhibit DJ show 

"Previous Estimated" readings for such accounts. 

On 3/24/11 Willis followed customer reading instructions from Comed customer 

service and provided a live customer reading of the subjecf accounts and respective meters 

while on the phone with the Comed representative. The complainants actions are confirmed 

by the 11/23/11 correspondence from Ms. Cartwright, of Comed Customer Relations, to Willis 

attached hereto as [Exhibit EJ where Willis supplied readings of 41810 (unit 1) and 47057 

(unit 2). 

At some point during March of 2011 Comed made alterations to the data of the 

complainant's records for the two disputed accounts where readings previously identified as 

"Estimated" were modified to reflect "Actual" reading and usage data. For unit 1 the alteration 

of data is evidenced by comparing the 3/24111 bill [Exhibit CJ to the modified bill from 3/28/11 

attached hereto as [Exhibit FJ where by the "Estimated" reading of 40585 on 3/24/11 is 

altered to reflect an "Actual" reading on 3/28/11. The original data of "Estimated" nature, as 

disputed by Willis, was altered by Comed to "Actual" data and subsequently became a 
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permanent part of the billing record on the following billing statement dated 4/26/11. Refer to 

the 4/26/11 bill attached hereto as [Exhibit GJ whereby the "Previous" reading of 40585 now 

reflects "Actual" with a "Present" reading of 41811 falsely indicating an "Actual" to "Actual" 

meter data (1226 kWh usage) from a period prior to Willis' ownership of the property to the 

4/8/11 "read date" on this bill. 

Note, with regard to unit 1, Willis does not dispute the fact that an actual reading of 41811 

was taken by ComEd on 4/8/11 nor that he called in a reading for that account of 41810 more 

than two weeks prior on 3/24/11 which represents 1 kWh of electrical usage for that period. 

Similarly for unit 2, original "Estimated" data was altered by ComEd to reflect "Actual" 

usage as evidenced by comparing the 3/25/11 unit 2 bill [Exhibit OJ to the ComEd Account 

Activity Statement attached hereto as [Exhibit HJ where by the "Previous" reading data shows 

45055 (on the 3/25/11 bill Exhibit D) as "Estimated" and the "Present" reading of 45159 

reflects an "Actual" read to the far left column of the Activity Statement (Exhibit H) where 

under "DATE" it shows (3) lines with the 3/25/11 date indicating an "Estimated Bill" for the 

period 2/25/11 through 3/16/11 and a corresponding estimated read of 45159 the same meter 

read number from the bill. Following the same process as performed on the unit 1 data, the 

previously "Estimated" read data from the first billing period relating to unit 2 of 45159 was 

modified to reflect "Actual" data and became a permanent part of the billing record on the 

following billing statement dated 4/26/11 attached hereto as [Exhibit IJ . Referring to the 

4/26/11 bill relating to unit 2 [Exhibit IJ whereby the "Previous" reading of 45159 reflects 

"Actual" with a "Present" reading of 46957 conflicts with the Account Activity Statement data 

falsely indicating "Actual" to "Actual" meter reading data during the 2/25/11 to 4/8111 period. 

Please note, with regard to unit 2, Willis does not dispute the fact that an actual reading of 

46957 was taken by ComEd on 4/8/11 nor that he called in a reading for that account of 

47057 on 3/24/11 which was more than two weeks prior to the ComEd read. In this instance, 
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Willis does acknowledge the fact that he is not a professional meter reader, that he followed 

the Com Ed customer service agent's instructions to the best of his ability when providing the 

unit 2 customer read, and that he must have made a rounding error when reading the analog 

dial type meter numbers when on the phone with ComEdo The read Willis provided (3/24/11) 

was exactly 1000 kWh higher than the later (4/8/11) ComEd read and could not have 

occurred because electric meters do not spin backwards. Given that, what can be construed 

as fact is that Willis intended to provide a reading of 46957 on 3/24/11 which corresponds to 

the 4/8111 ComEd read of 46957 and indicates 0 kWh electrical usage for that period. 

Once the "Estimated" data was modified to reflect "Actual" usage, Willis received 

correspondence from ComEd dated 7/13/12 attached hereto as [Exhibit JJ where Ms. 

Cartwright of ComEd indicates, "All charges billed after adjustments were made are for usage 

that was used" which is based upon actual to actual (altered) usage data. 

For some reason unknown to Willis, both meters relating to units 1 and 2 were 

removed and replaced by ComEd immediately following the 4/8/11 actual reads as 

referenced in her 11123/11 letter to Willis hereto attached as [Exhibit EJ. 

Through numerous communications to ComEd during the dispute process Willis was 

always advised by ComEd representatives, and at other times by staff at both the Illinois 

Attorney General's Office, and Illinois Commerce Commission advisors that LPC (late 

payment) charges would not accrue relative to the dispute until resolved. A review of Willis' 

bills and the Account Activity Statements indicate LPC charges have been accruing and 

continue to accrue relating to the disputed charges yet to be resolved, refer to recent bill 

dated 1/17/13 hereto attached as [Exhibit K]. 

Finally, neither ComEd nor Willis dispute the fact the utility owes Willis a billing 

adjustment for electric charges never received but only as to the amount of the credit due. In 
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Ms. Cartwright's letter to the complainant she states "On March 24,2011 a corrected bill was 

issued ..... [Exhibit E]. 

ARGUMENT 

I. THE COMPLAINANT DID NOT RECEIVE OR CAUSE THE ELECTRIC COSTS, 
CHARGED BY COMED, TO OCCUR DURING THE INITIAL BILLING PERIOD. 

The Public Utilities Act (220 ILCS 5/1-102) requires customers such as the complainant to 

be treated in an equitable manner. The Act defines "Equity" as: 

"the fair keatment of customers and investors in order that...the 
cost of supplying public utility services is allocated to those who 
cause the costs to be incurred." 

The complainant contends and the evidence provided through the real estate broker affidavit 

[Exhibit B] and MLS listing sheet [Exhibit A] clearly demonstrate that units 1 and 2 where in 

fact vacant immediatelly prior to and after the 2/25/11 purchase date. In his affidavit, Mr. 

Driscoll states "I can confirm from personal examination of the property and the related MLS 

listing sheet that floor levels 2,3,and 4 relating to common unit numbers 1st. 2nd, and 3,d were 

completely vacant and void of any personal belongings during the period 117/11 through 

2125/11." He goes on to state, "immediatelly subsequent to the closing date Mr. Willis began 

and performed a complete gut out style rehabilitation of units 1 ,2 and 3 which was completed 

in February 2012." 

Based upon the fact units 1 and 2 were completely vacant and void of any personal 

belongings during the initial disputed billing period of 2/25/11 to 3/24/11 it would be 

impossible to generate usage totaling $168.22 and $238.87 respectively. 

Additionally, the fact that prior estimated readings from a previous customer and owner 

where utilized by ComEd to establish the initial usage estimate for the complainant are 

inherently inaccurate if the units were occupied during those prior periods. Willis contends 

ComEd failed to treat him in an "equitable" manner by inaccurately assessing the supply of 
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their utility service to him resulting in grossly overstated initial bills for the two disputed 

accounts. 

II. THE INITIAL ESTIMATED TYPE BILLS FROM 2125/11 TO 3/24/11 ARE 
RENDERED INACCURATE AND UNSUPPORTED BY THE FIRST ACTUAL 

READING PERIOD FROM 3/24/11 TO 4/8111. 

The evidence shows that ComEd's initial estimated assessment of electricity supplied 

to and used by Willis was inaccurately over stated when compared to the actual customer 

read(s) provided by Willis on 3/24/11 to the 4/8111 actual Com Ed reading(s). The complainant 

provided a customer reading for unit 1 of 41810 on 3/24/11 which was re-read 15 days later 

on 4/8/11 by ComEd showing a usage of(1)kWh or a 41811actual read. This information is 

verified in her 11/23/11 correspondence to Willis where Ms. Cartwright states, 

"On March 24,2011 a corrected bill was issued based on the customer reading of 41810. On 

April 8, 2011 the meter was exchanged with an actual read of 41811" [Exhibit E]. The data 

obtained from these "Actual" to "Actual" readings reflect the first reading period where an 

"Estimated" reading was not used to determine the initial bill sent to Willis. This first actual 

read identifies an electrical usage by Willis of only (1) kWh, which is consistent with a vacant 

unit and concurs with both the complainant's as well as witness assertions. The complainant 

has received "actual read" bills from ComEd relating to the unit 1 account as described above 

for the remainder of the 2011 calendar year (4/8/11 through 12/31/11) where no "Total 

Current Charge" exceeded (24) kWh of usage or a dollar value of $11.35. Based upon 

numerous bills received and paid by Willis after the initial disputed billing period, the total 

charge for (1-2) kWh of usage has been approximately $10.25 [Exhibit L]. 

Similarly, the first "Actual" to "Actual" read period for unit 2 occurred when Willis 

provided a "customer read" on 3/24/11 of 47057 followed by the ComEd actual read of 46957 

on 4/8/11. As mentioned in the MARERIAL FACTS portion of this complaint, Willis followed 

the instructions to the best of his ability as provided by the Com Ed customer service 
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representative during his telephone conversation at the time he read the older analogue dial 

meter to the ComEd agent. The read Willis provided occurred two weeks before ComEd's 

actual reading and was exactly 1000 kWh's above the later (by 15 days) ComEd read. Since 

electric meters do not spin backwards, the only logical explanation would be that Willis 

rounded the dial type meter arrows to the higher 7 and 0 figures instead of the correct 6 and 

9 digits. Ultimately, we can conclude Willis intended to provide a reading of 46957 on 3/24/11 

the same actual read Com Ed produced 15 days later. The two readings indicate a (0) kWh 

usage amount for the 15 day period which is a consistent usage level for a vacant unit and 

which is supported by the evidence provided herein. 

Based upon the first actual to actual readings for both units occurring from 3/24/11 to 

4/8111 which indicate a nominal (1) kWh of total usage or an approximate charge of $10.25 

(for each account) the initial estimated bills of $168.22 and $238.87 from the period 2/25/11 

to 3/24/11 must be grossly inaccurate. The complainant again asserts ComEd has failed to 

treat him ill an "equitable" fashion because ComEd has inaccurately allocated utility service 

charges to Willis for service he did not receive. 

III. THE INITIAL 2/25/11 TO 3/24/11 ESTIMATED BILLING PERIOD DATA WAS 
ALTERED BY COMED TO REFLECT ACTUAL DATA AND THEREFORE CANNOT 

BE RELIED UPON AS ACCURATE DATA. 

During March of 2011 Com Ed made alterations to the data of the complainant's 

records for the two disputed accounts where readings previously identified as "Estimated" 

were modified to reflect "Actual" reading and usage data. For unit 1 the alteration of data is 

evidenced by comparing the 3/24/11 bill [Exhibit CJ to the modified bill from 3/28/11 attached 

hereto as [Exhibit FJ where by the "Estimated" reading of 40585 on 3/24/11 is altered to 

reflect an "actual" reading on 3/28/11. The original data of "Estimated" nature, as disputed by 

Willis, was altered by ComEd to "Actual" data and subsequently became a permanent part of 
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the billing record on the following billing statement dated 4/26/11. Refer to the 4/26/11 bill 

attached hereto as [Exhibit GJ whereby the "Previous" reading of 40585 now reflects "Actual" 

data with a "Present" reading of 41811 falsely indicating an "Actual" to "Actual" meter data 

(1226 kWh usage) from a period prior to Willis' 2/25/11 ownership of the property to the 

4/8111 "read date" on this bill. 

Similarly for unit 2, original "Estimated" data was altered by ComEd to reflect "Actual" 

usage as evidenced by comparing the 3/25/11 unit 2 bill [Exhibit DJ to the ComEd Account 

Activity Statement attached hereto as [Exhibit HJ where by the "Previous" reading data shows 

45055 (on the 3/25/11 bill Exhibit D) as "Estimated" and the "Present" reading of 45159 

reflects an "Actual" read to the far left column of the Activity Statement (Exhibit H) where 

under "DATE" it shows (3) lines with the 3/25/11 date indicating an "Estimated Bill" for the 

period 2/25/11 through 3/16/11 and a corresponding estimated read of 45159 the same meter 

read number from the bill. Following the same process as performed on the unit 1 data, the 

previously "Estimated" read data from the first billing period relating to unit 2 of 45159 was 

modified to reflect "Actual" data and became a permanent part of the billing record on the 

following billing statement dated 4/26/11 attached hereto as [Exhibit II . Referring to the 

4/26/11 bill relating to unit 2 [Exhibit II whereby the "Previous" reading of 45159 reflects 

"Actual" with a "Present" reading of 46957 conflicts with the Account Activity Statement data 

falsely indicating "Actual" to "Actual" meter reading data during the 2/25/11 to 4/8111 period. 

To date, no explanation has been given after numerous requests by Willis throughout 

the dispute process as to why the "Estimated" data was altered by ComEd to reflect "Actual" 

.. read data. The alteration of this data which occurred during the disputed initial billing period 

of 2/25/11 to 3/24/11 undeniably reflects inaccurate information and therefore must be 

deemed unreliable. Through the alteration of estimated data to reflect actual data, ComEd 

violated [83 III. Adm. Code 280.80(a)] which states: 
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"All utilities shall make an actual meter reading at least every second 
billing period, and no utility may consecutively estimate a customer's 
service unless: the word "estimate" appears prominently on the face of 
the bill..." 

ComEd violated the code by changing "estimated" data to reflect "actual" data when 

the readings were in fact of estimated type. 

IV. THE COMPLAINANT SHOULD NOT BE LIABLE FOR LATE PAYMENT CHARGES 
DURING THE DISPUTE PERIOD 

Through numerous communications with ComEd during the dispute process Willis was 

always advised by ComEd representatives, and at other times by staff at both the Illinois 

Attorney General's Office, and Illinois Commerce Commission advisors that LPC (late 

payment) charges would not accrue relative to the dispute until resolved. A review of Willis' 

bills and the Account Activity Statements indicate LPC charges have been accruing and 

continue to accrue relating to the disputed charges yet to be resolved, refer to recent bill 

dated 1/17113 hereto attached as [Exhibit K & K1J. 

CONCLUSION 

Willis has provided ComEd with numerous documents and correspondence as proof in 

support of billing errors occurring during the first billing period of 2/25/11 to 3/24/11. Comed 

has acknowledged billing errors occurred relative to the two accounts in question and offered 

minor "billing adjustments" to those accounts as evidenced by two written correspondences 

from Comed executives. In her 12/19/11 email reply to Hilda Aguirre of The Illinois Attorney 

General's Office, Ms. Barbara Cox representing Comed, states, "Usage was adjusted as a 

result of estimated begin bill." ComEd does not dispute the fact that Willis was erroneously 

charged, charged for electric service he did not receive, nor disputed the inaccuracy of initial 

electric charges since March 2011 based upon the "billing adjustments" offered and credited 
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to the complainant's account(s). However, the complainant contends that the total credits to 

date of $75.89 for unit 1 and $58.14 for unit 2 (excluding LPC charges or credits) do not 

constitute equitable treatment to the consumer relative to the service actually supplied. 

Although ComEd has made various claims throughout the dispute process of credits ranging 

from $402.25 in the Barbara Cox 12/19/11 correspondence [Exhibit M] to suggestions of 

"over $700 in total credits given" by Ms. Cartwright to the complainant during telephone 

conversations, Willis has only received a total of $134.03 in total credits (excluding LPC 

charges or credits). The complainant has learned that Com Ed utilizes non-standard 

accounting practices whereby they only tabulate the "CREDIT" side of the two columns 

identified as "CHARGE AMOUNT" and "CREDIT AMOUNT" on the ACCOUNT ACTIVITY 

STATEMENT, likely in an effort to over state the actual amount of credit actually given to a 

customer. For example during review of [Exhibit H & N] the Account Activity Summary(s) 

relating to units 1 & 2, Ms. Cartwright's statement "you received over $700 in total credits for 

these accounts" is factually incorrect. When referring to the exhibits, in this case Exhibit N, 

there are a total of ($74.12+168.22+9.90+171.35+171.32) $594.91 in charges to Willis from 

3/17/11 to 5/12/11 and ($74.12+168.22+9.90+171.35) $423.59 in credits for over charges, 

repeat billed charges and actual payments by the complainant. ComEd's practice is to only 

observe the credit side of this statement ($423.59) and ignore the debit or charge side 

(totaling $594.91) when responding to customer disputes. Additionally, ComEd reported a 

$9.90 payment made by Willis on 4/14/11 relating to a "current charge" bill dated 3/28/11 as a 

credit they offered to him as detailed in the Barbara Cox correspondence to the Illinois 

Attorney General's Office [Exhibit M]. In the Cox email, she states "Acct#59906-88068 Unit 1, 

bills from 2/25 thru 5/12 totaling $423.59 was cancelled/re-billed for $95.43" implying a credit 

of $328.16. However, this was simply not the case due to the $594.91 in charges debited to 

Willis' account (during the same period) and the fact that the $423.59 "cancelled/re-billed" 
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amount included the $9.90 payment made by Willis toward the account balance. The 

complainant appreciates the fact CornEd cashed his check however believes it to be 

misleading to tabulate that payment as a credit they offered to him to settle a disputed bill in 

their response to the Attorney General. In an effort to simplify the non-standard accounting 

practices and over stated credit(s) represented by CornEd throughout the dispute process to 

date, the tables below summarize the actual CHARGE & CREDIT AMOUNTS relating to the 

two accounts. 
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Unit 1 
(original acct#5990688068) 

3/17/11-5/12111 
3128/11--4114/11 
5112/11 
6/14/11 
7/14/11 
8/15/11 
9/13/11 
10112/11 
11110/11 
11114111 
11114/11 
12/5/11 
12113111 
1113/12 
2/16/12 
2116/12 
3116/12 
3/16/12 
4/3/12 
4/3/12 
4/30/12 Acct closed 

CHARGE 
$423.59 

$ 171.32(re-bill) 
10.25 
10.23 
10.23 
11.35 
10.47 
10.46 

17.68(re-bill) 
77.75(re-bill) 
10.69 
14.93 
11.76 
2.40 
11.04 
1.38 
5.42 
0.54 

CREDIT 
422.69 

UNPAID BALANCE 

9.90 payment 

1O.23payment 
1O.23payment 
11.35payment 

181.22 (CornEd credit for 5/12111 $171.32 re-bill +9.90 payment) 

14.93payment 

14. 16payment 

12.42payment 

'2/25/11-3/24111 OFFER FROM COMPLAINANT 

10.25 

10.47 
10.46 

10.69 

5.78 

TOTAL DUE COMED UNIT 1 $57.90 

The summary table above shows $181.22 credit on 11114/11 to offset the 5/12/11 re-bill charge of$171.32 and 
credit Willis' account for a $9.90 payment made on 4/14111. However, these entries are followed by new 
charges of $95.43 on 11114/11 and 12/5/11 to reflect usage for the initial billing period of 2/25/11 to 3/24111. 
Based upon the summary above, the complainant received an actual credit of $171.32 - $95.43 or $75.89 
(not accounting for LPC charges and credit). 

The complainant contends the charge of$95.43 is inaccurate and excessive for the service he received whereas 
a bill of $1 0.25 would accurately reflect the usage for the initial disputed period 2/25/11 to 3/24111 based upon 
the (2) kWh usage bill charged on 6/14/11. 

Il 



Unit 2 
(original acct#5990688083) 

CHARGE CREDIT UNPAID BALANCE 
3117111--4/26111 $238.87(re-bill) $19.69 payment 
5/12/11 10.19 10.19 
6114/11 10.00 10.00 
7/14/11 10.48 10.48 payment 
8/15/11 10.23 10.23 payment 
9113/11 10.87 10.87 payment 
10112111 10.98 10.98 
1114111 7.46 miscellaneous credit 
1114111 $238.87 (CornEd credit for 4/26111 $238.87 re-bill) 
1114/11 $188.19(re-bill) 
11110/11 10.46 10.46 
12113111 20.60 20.60 
1113112 32.57 32.57 payment 
2/16112 18.03 
2/16112 11.26 29.29 payment 
3/16112 13.02 
3116/12 4.19 17.21 payment 
4/3112 6.24 
4/3/12 1.68 7.92 
4/30/12 Acct closed 

2/25/11-3/24111 OFFER FROM COMPLAINANT 10.25 

TOTAL DUE COMED UNIT 2 $80.40 

The summary table above shows $238.87 + 7.46 = $246.33 credit on 1114/11 to offset the 4/26111 re-bill charge 
of$238.87 however, these entries are followed by a new charge of$188.19 on 1114/11 to reflect usage for the 
initial billing period of2/25/11 to 3/24/11 or an actual total credit of $58.14 received by Willis (not 
accounting for LPC charges and credit). 

The complainant contends the charge of $188.19 is inaccurate and excessive for the service he received whereas 
a bill of$10.25 would accurately reflect the usage for the initial disputed period 2125/11 to 3/24111 based upon 
the (2) kWh usage bill charged on 6/14/11. 



Following the review of the Account Summary Tables provided above [relating to Exhibits H & 

lli which identify an unpaid balance of $57.90 for unit 1 and $80.40 for unit 2 (totaling 

$138.30) the complainant requests the Illinois Commerce Commission find that a final one-

time payment of $138.30 satisfy all "Charges from previous bill", "Transfer Service" amounts 

from Units 1 and 2, "Previous late payment charge(s)", and "Current late payment charge(s)" 

as they relate to and were transferred to the BLDG account for 2417 W. Lyndale currently in 

the name of John C. Willis (account #:1485027022). The adjustment requested would result 

in a $376.29 credit to the complainant's current bill dated 1/17/13. Please reference [Exhibit K 

and K1J the most recent bill dated 1/17/13 which shows the total accrual of LPC charges, 

transfer of disputed balance(s), charges from previous bills, and deposit amounts now 

requested as a result of this dispute. Willis additionally requests the Commission order 

CornEd to remove the security deposit amount of $30, which occurred during the spring of 

2012 as a direct result of this billing dispute. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Jo C. Willis 
23 5 N. Southport Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60614 
(773)680-5597 


